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Luminescent properties of crystalline lithium triborate LiB 3O5
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A study of the luminescence characteristics of crystalline lithium triborate LiB3O5 ~LBO! is
reported. Investigation of the excitation and photoluminescence spectra of nominally pure, oriented
LBO crystals within broad spectral~1.2–10.5 eV! and temperature~8–500 K! regions,
complemented by optical spectroscopy at the long-wavelength fundamental-absorption edge, has
revealed that the broad-band LBO luminescence in the 3.5–4.5-eV region is efficiently
excited by photons having energies above 7.5 eV in recombination processes and under
corpuscular or x-ray irradiation. The totality of the experimental data obtained permitted a
conclusion that the LBO luminescence has an intrinsic nature and that it originates from
radiative decay of relaxed electronic excitations. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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Many wide-gap insulators are characterized by stro
electron-phonon coupling, which accounts for a substan
part of lattice relaxation and provides favorable conditio
for self-trapping of electronic excitations~EE!. One discrimi-
nates between two main channels of self-trapped exc
~STE! formation, namely, via a recombination process or
direct excitation of the resonant exciton with its subsequ
relaxation. In cubic alkali-halide crystals, both mechanis
can initiate formation of STEs of the same type.1 In lower-
symmetry crystals@e.g., BeO,2 Al2O3, YAlO3, Y3Al5O12

~Ref. 3!# STEs of two types differing in properties are o
served to coexist. The fundamental reasons for this lie
different patterns of relaxation that the lattice undergoes
the cases of charged~recombination! and electrically neutra
EEs in low-symmetry crystals, where charge self-trapp
occurring in the first stage of STE formation in the recom
nation process perturbs substantially the Coulomb field
the crystal, as contrasted to the relaxation of a resonant
citon. The complex crystal structure of many low-symme
insulators suggests existence of a large number of lattice
laxation paths, which in some cases results in stabilizatio
various final states4 and makes it difficult to establish th
nature of the relaxation processes in these compounds.

There is presently a considerable interest in the inve
gation of the dynamics of electronic excitations in nonline
crystalline borates of some alkali metals@b-BaB2O4 ~BBO!,
LiB3O5 ~LBO!, CsB3O5 ~CBO!, and Li2B4O7), which enjoy
broad application in present-day nonlinear and integrated
tics as converting and waveguide optical media. Some c
tals of this group@b-BaB2O4 ~Ref. 5!, Li2B4O7 ~Ref. 6!#
exhibit a fairly strong short-wavelength intrinsic lumine
1971063-7834/99/41(2)/5/$15.00
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cence, which is assigned to radiative annihilation of se
trapped EEs or radiative decay of relaxed EEs at lattice
fects. The luminescence of these crystals has a numbe
common features, and it is efficiently excited both by ph
tons at the long-wavelength fundamental-absorption e
~LWAE! and in recombination processes. LBO crystals ha
been overlooked in this respect until recently, and filling
this gap would be of considerable interest from the sta
point of establishing common features in the dynamics
EEs and of the luminescence in crystals of this group a
their relation with those observed in more thoroughly stud
wide-gap insulators.

Lithium triborate LiB3O5 has a complex orthorhombi
cell containing four formula units, with space groupPn21a
and lattice parametersa58.46 Å,b55.13 Å, andc57.38 Å.
Two of the three inequivalent boron atoms have a pla
threefold-coordinated bond structure similar to that of B2O3.
The third boron atom has a tetrahedral, fourfold-coordina
bond structure. There are five inequivalent oxygens. T
crystal structure represents a boron-oxygen framework c
taining lithium atoms in open voids.7 The LBO transmission
band extends from 159 to 3500 nm.8

We detected earlier9 UV luminescence of LBO crystals
which can be excited by both x-ray photons and an elect
beam with an energyEe50.15 MeV. Subsequent investiga
tion revealed some features, in particular, a comp
luminescence-band profile, and participation of the m
point defects in its excitation by recombination, which is
be contrasted with the absence of a clearly pronounced r
tion with the existence in the LBO lattice of an
activator.10,11 This gave grounds for the conjecture of th
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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LBO luminescence being of intrinsic origin.12 Proving this
would require, however, a comprehensive study of the e
tation and photoluminescence of LBO, as well as of
LWAE.

This work was aimed at a study of the excitation a
photoluminescence spectra of nominally pure LiB3O5 crys-
tals within broad spectral and temperature regions, com
mented by optical spectroscopy of LBO at the LWAE.

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

LiB3O5 crystals were grown by crystallization from
Li2O—B2O3—MoO3 melt with the seed in the upper pos
tion. The starting materials of OSCh grade, up to 400 cm3 in
volume, were placed in a platinum crucible, so that the c
tent of LiB3O5 in the system was 30–35 wt%. After homo
enization and a pause at 850–900 °C, the melt was co
down to the saturation temperature, and the seed crystal
brought in contact with the surface. The single crystals w
grown with @010# orientation at a cooling rate of 0.1–0.
K/h. A typical LBO crystal grown for 15–20 days varie
from 70 to 120 g in weight.

We used a set of 10 nominally pure LBO crystals
optical quality in the form of polished plane-parallel plat
measuring 1031031.5 mm, with the plane perpendicular
the X or Z crystallographic axes. For brevity, they are d
noted by LBO'X and LBO'Z, respectively.

The luminescence measurements were performed o
experimental setup including a VMR-2 vacuum monoch
mator with a 600-l/mm spherical grating, a high collectin
power MDR-2 monochromator with a 1200-l/mm gratin
FÉU-106 and FE´ U-142 PM tubes operating in the photo
counting mode, a VMF-25 hydrogen lamp as a source
VUV light, an evacuated optical chamber with a LiF windo
provided with a low-inertia cryostat having interchangea
units for operation within a broad temperature range from
to 600 K, and an oil-free pumping system. The luminesce
emitted in studies of excitation spectra was passed throu
UFS-2 filter. The x-ray luminescence was excited with
BSV-2 tube (Ua530 kV, I a510 mA, Cu anticathode!. The
output formatted in the CAMAC standard was interfaced t
computer providing control of the various assemblies a
data acquisition and processing.

2. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT

Measurements of LBO optical-absorption~OA! spectra
showed the monotonic exponential growth of optical abso
tion in unirradiated crystals to start above 7.5 eV~Fig. 1!,
with no OA bands observed within the LBO transmissi
region. It was found that the real position of LWAE depen
both on temperature and on the crystallographic orienta
of the sample. For instance, the LWAE position in
LBO'Z crystals was shifted by about 150 meV towa
shorter wavelengths compared to that for LBO'X crystals
~Fig. 1!. A change in crystal temperature from room tem
perature to 80 K shifts the LWAE toward shorter wav
lengths in all cases by about 100 meV~Fig. 1!. Irradiation of
LBO by a 150-keV electron beam creates lattice defects
several types. Low-temperature defects responsible for o
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cal absorption in the transmission region of the crystal w
studied in Ref. 13. Our study reports on detection of hig
temperature LBO lattice defects, which persist above 650
and manifest themselves in OA spectra close to the LW
~Fig. 2!. The nature of the high-temperature defects rema
unclear. For our present work it is essential that no photo
minescence is observed under optical excitation within
OA band of either low- or high-temperature LBO defects

FIG. 1. Excitation spectra of~1,2! luminescence and~3,4! optical absorption
of ~a! LBO'X sample and~b! LBO'Z sample obtained at~1,3! 290 K and
~2,4! 80 K.

FIG. 2. Optical absorption spectra of LBO obtained at 300 K:1 — before
irradiation, 2 — after irradiation by a 150-keV electron beam,3 — after
annealing the irradiated sample in air at 650 K.
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By contrast, excitation of unirradiated LBO by photo
with energies above 7.5 eV gives rise to the appearanc
broad-band photoluminescence~PL! within the 2.5–4.5-eV
region~Fig. 3!. The excitation spectrum of this luminescen
is a strong band peaking near 7.9–8.0 eV. The lo
wavelength edge of the excitation spectrum rises steepl
the 7.5–8.0-eV region to its maximum, followed by
smooth falloff to a constant level of 20–25% of the ma
mum value, to remain afterwards practically unchang
within the 9.5–10.5-eV spectral interval~Fig. 1!. As seen
from Fig. 1, the profile of the excitation band depends b
on temperature and on the crystallographic orientation of
sample. For instance, at 80 K the excitation-band profi
measured for LBO'X and LBO'Z crystals coincide fairly
well to form a band peaking at 8.0 eV with a FWHM o
about 0.8 eV, whereas at 290 K they are noticeably broa
Also, in LBO'Z crystals the broadening by about 200 me
occurs at the short-wavelength falloff of the excitation ba
with its long-wavelength decay remaining practically u
changed, while the situation in LBO'X crystals is different,
namely, a similar broadening of the excitation band ta
place only at the long-wavelength decline~Fig. 1!.

Most of the PL spectrum is confined to a Gaussia
shaped band with a FWHM of 1.2 eV peaking at 4.0 eV~Fig.
3!. The LBO luminescence band has the same shape w
excited at different points within the 7.7–10.5-eV spect
region. Figure 3 shows also an x-ray-excited LBO lumin
cence spectrum, which is seen to be close in shape to th
spectrum.

It should be pointed out that the luminescence spect
contains features in the form of weak shoulders super
posed on the main band profile~Fig. 3!. These features vary
in intensity and position from one sample to another, dep
on the temperature regime used and other experimental
ditions. For example, cooling to 77 K gives rise to a notic
able luminescence in the 2.5–4.5-eV region, which appe
without any external irradiation and coincides in its ma
characteristics with the PL spectrum. Following a few hou
maintenance in vacuum in the dark, the spontaneous lu
nescence in LBO dies out completely. Note that heating

FIG. 3. Luminescence spectra of LBO obtained at 290 K under excita
with ~1! photons with energyEex57.7 eV and~2! x-ray photons.
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unirradiated sample within the 80–200 K interval at a ra
faster than 5 K/s likewise initiates spontaneous emiss
whose intensity depends on the heating rate and can bec
higher than that of the PL by one to two orders of magnitu
No such luminescence was observed to occur above 20
Interestingly, in unirradiated samples this results in gene
tion of carriers, their localization at higher-temperature tra
ping centers, and subsequent thermally stimulated lumin
cence~TSL! near the well-known TSL peak at 240 K~Fig.
4!. Such thermally induced light flashes are characteristic
many pyroelectric crystals, in particular, of lithium
tetraborate.6 Investigation of the nature of this luminescen
would require an independent study involving an analysis
lattice dynamics. We shall focus out attention here on
main part of the PL spectrum, which is not affected by t
above nonisothermal phenomena.

To remove these effects in measurements of the t
perature dependence of the PL, we used heating and coo
rates below 0.05 K/s. PL spectra measured at 8 and 8
coincide in shape with that obtained at room temperat
~Fig. 3!. The PL intensity measured at 77 K exceeds ty
cally that taken at room temperature two times. Figure
displays the temperature dependence of the PL intensit
the 8–400 K range, which follows Mott’s law with
Ea5290 meV andv52.43105 s21. The luminescence is
thermally quenched above 240 K. With allowance made
the temperature-induced shift of the PL excitation band,
temperature dependence of PL was found to be the sam
different energies of exciting photons.

The temperature dependence of the x-ray induced lu
nescence follows a somewhat different pattern. It does
typically exhibit thermally induced light emission. Abov
240 K, it undergoes temperature quenching coinciding w
that for the PL, whereas when cooled from 240 to 80 K,
PL intensity drops 20–25 times~Fig. 5!. The reason for this
lies in carrier localization at the electronic, B21, and hole,
O2, trapping centers having characteristic carrier delocali
tion temperatures of 130 and 240 K, respectively.

n
FIG. 4. ~1! Luminescence of an unirradiated sample heated in vacuum
rate of 5 K/s and~2! thermostimulated luminescence of LBO irradiated b
x-rays at 77 K.
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3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The experimental data obtained reveal primarily a lar
as high as 4 eV, Stokes shift of LBO photoluminescence
a correlation between the sharp increase of the crystal op
density for photon energies in excess of 7.5 eV and the p
file of the long-wavelength edge of the PL excitation sp
trum ~Fig. 1!. The increase in OA above the 7.5-eV phot
energy should be assigned to fundamental absorption
LBO. Indeed, despite the fact that the exact value ofEg for
LBO is still a subject of controversy, both experimental a
theoretical estimates ofEg from the absorption edge yiel
values from 7.75 to 7.80 eV.8,14,15 At the same time LBO
band-structure calculations suggestEg57.37 eV in theG-G
direction.16 This is not contradicted by LBO reflectanc
spectrum studies done for the 6–12-eV region and by
corresponding calculations17,18, by which the energy of the
4a2 orbital assigned to the lower conduction band is 7.3 e

In this connection, experimental data~Fig. 1! permit a
conclusion that the longest-wavelength fundamen
absorption peak of LBO crystals lies above 7.7 or 7.9 e
depending on the sample crystallographic orientation. Thi
in full agreement with the value of 7.78 eV obtained earli8

for nonoriented LBO samples and accepted as an estima
Eg . It should be pointed out that optical absorption of LB
grows steeply in the immediate vicinity of the gap edg
which differs essentially from the situation observed in oth
borates~BBO, CBO!, where interband transitions at the e
tremal points are forbidden by symmetry considerations
fundamental optical absorption becomes observable at e
gies slightly in excess ofEg .8 A more careful analysis of the
fundamental-absorption edge at different temperatures~Fig.
1! indicates that it can be fitted well by a Lorentzian. T
optical density at the maximum of this absorption band c
be approximately estimated as 104 cm21, which is a fairly
large value. Such properties can imply the presence at
LBO absorption edge of exciton-like electronic excitation
which probably overlap with interband transitions.

At the same time, in contrast to alkali-halide crystals a
some binary oxides@for instance, BeO~Ref. 19!#, the inves-

FIG. 5. Temperature dependences of~1! photoluminescence of unirradiate
LBO samples atEex57.7 eV and~2! x-ray luminescence. Points - exper
mental data, lines - assumed theoretical relations.
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tigation of the LBO near the liquid-helium temperature pe
formed in this work did not reveal any luminescence near
absorption edge that could be assigned to these states.
pattern is typical of some simple oxides~for example, MgO
and Al2O3) and can be realized apparently in BBO~Ref. 5!
and Li2B4O7 ~Ref. 20!. This interpretation is supported b
the shape of the LBO luminescence excitation spectrum
the fundamental absorption region of the crystal, which
typical of crystals producing excitonic-like luminescence,
well as by its characteristic temperature dependence,
large emission band width, and a considerable Stokes s
In this connection, LBO luminescence can be associated w
radiative annihilation of relaxed exciton-like electronic exc
tations, as is the case with BBO~Ref. 5! and Li2B4O7 ~Ref.
20!, or with the emission of relaxed excitons localized
small-scale structural distortions21. Additional arguments
could come from studies of the electronic structure of LB
and simulation of the optical characteristics of borates.

The numerous LBO band-structure8,14,16,22and cluster15

calculations, as well as XPS data obtained for this crysta8,23

indicate unambiguously that the valence-band structure
LBO derives primarily from anionic states. Boron ions co
tribute comparatively little to the valence- and conductio
band states, whereas lithium-ion states do not participat
the electronic structure of the LBO valence band at all.
this connection, the electronic states of LBO are domina
by localized boron-oxygen bonds. The calculations sugg
also that the LBO bands have a small dispersion inK space
and that the valence band, in particular, has minig
throughout the wave-vector variation range. As a result,
carrier effective mass is fairly large and is estimated as 0
0.89, and 0.69me for the conduction-band directionsG-X,
G-S, andG-Z, respectively.16

An analysis of possible electronic transitions from t
upper valence to the lower conduction band showed them
be dominated by the electronic structure of the boron-oxy
groups, and this situation is typical of the LBO, CBO, a
BBO crystals. A recent LAPW band-structure calculation22

made for all crystals in this group showed their valence-ba
top to derive primarily from the oxygen orbitals, with boro
ions contributing practically nothing. Note that the lowes
energy electronic transition in LBO occurs to the sta
evolving from the trigonally hybridized orbitals of the boro
and oxygen ions forming the bottom of the conduction ba
By contrast, in the other borates~CBO and BBO! the
conduction-band bottom derives from the cation states,
transitions from valence-band states due to oxygen ion
purely cationic states at the conduction band-bottom hav
comparatively low probability. Stronger transitions are se
at about 1 eV above the absorption edge, where mi
boron-oxygen orbitals of the CBO and BBO crystals beco
involved in formation of the final state of the interband tra
sition.

Taking into account all the above-mentioned consid
ations, namely, that the excitation spectrum lies within
fundamental absorption region and is characterized b
higher efficiency at the long-wavelength edge, therm
stimulation of recombination processes, and the tempera
dependences of x-ray and photoluminescence, one may
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clude that the LBO luminescence is an intrinsic proc
originating from radiative annihilation of relaxed excito
like electronic excitations, which can form either directly
in recombination involving the main lattice defects.

Thus the present studies of the photoluminescence
photoexcitation of LBO crystals give us grounds to assoc
the broad-band photoluminescence peaking at 3.75–3.8
with the intrinsic luminescence of LBO, which originate
from radiative annihilation of relaxed exciton-like electron
excitations. Viewed from the standpoint of possible appli
tions, this luminescence can be used in nondestructive tes
of optical components made of LBO and subject to hea
laser-radiation loads.
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